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Executive Summary 

White Earth Tribal and Community College’s Customized Education program would add value to the 
college and the community. Customized Education at WETCC will be noncredit training designed to meet 
the needs of the community.  

The Associates of Arts degree currently offered by the college is a great degree to transfer on to get a 
Bachelors level degree. However, a noncredit certificate may prepare a student better for work in this 
community. Although the data hasn’t been tracked thoroughly what students do after graduation, 
anecdotally it can be asserted that a small percentage of graduates transfer their degree and continue their 
education. A larger amount of students either use their degree in the community or work outside of their 
degree in the community. 

II. Program Description 

1.   Program mission statement 

WETCC Mission Statement 

White Earth Tribal and Community College is an institution of higher learning dedicated to academic 
excellence grounded in Anishinaabe culture, values, and traditions. 

WETCC Vision Statement 

Gibimiwidoomin gidinwewininaan niigaanakeyaa 

We are carrying into the future the way that we were given. 

Customized Education Program 

White Earth Tribal and Community College’s Customized Education program would add value to the 
college and the community. Customized Education at WETCC will be noncredit program designed to 
create an area to meet the needs of the community.  

2.   Program Goals 

 
There are three main areas in the Customized Education Program: 

Continued Education Units (CEUs) 

Workforce Development  

Certificate Training 

Each of these have different aspects to promote other types of education in the community and to 
create a structure and standard set for alternative education.  
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3.   Target market 

Our target market will be local job seekers and those participating in any job programs with White Earth 
Workforce, MN DEED, or any such program.  

Additionally the local larger employers RTC, Shooting Star Casino, and Mahnomen Health Center have 
expressed specifically about their needs in training for current and potential employees. 

 

4.   Noncredit  

Our customized training program will be noncredit. This provides us with many opportunities. We can 
decide the cost of each training independently and not have to follow a tuition framework. This will allow 
us to offer many trainings for a reasonable rate and be able to assert the cost in relation to how much the 
cost is to the college.  

Additionally we will be able to modify our trainings easily without having to go through a curriculum 
review process on the credit side of instruction. Being able to be dynamic like this is a great way to appeal 
to employers in the area.  

One drawback of doing a non credit program is that the students are not eligible for the financial aid 
packages. However, working closely with the job service programs and employers in the community will 
assist with potentially getting some funding for students in specific content areas.  

III. Products & Services 

There are three main sectors at this time CEUs, Workforce Development, and Certificate Training. These 
each fit into different needs of the community and this is not an exhaustive list of the types of services but 
a broad sweep of options.  

CEUs 

CEUs are units created to keep individuals in a field up to date in their field of expertise. These have 
different titles in different career fields. This section would cover all of these career supporting units. 
CEUs per content area have different standards. WETCC would create an umbrella in which a certificate 
of completion can be awarded.  

One option:  

The teacher of the CEU would be responsible to pursue the understanding of the standards. WETCC CEU 
sector would provide the classroom space, technology needs, and general supply costs (within reason) as 
well as a certificate of completion. WETCC would serve as a support to the instructor in their pursuing of 
the CEU approval. Materials developed in course planning would be retained on the campus. 

Second Option: 
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WETCC selects topics to have taught as CEUs and hires an instructor to teach these. The role of the 
facility would be the same with additional support given to completing all needed steps to make sure the 
CEU is appropriate. This allows CE the ability to assert the needs in the community (ie childcare) and 
offer CEUs widely that would support the individuals working in that area. These classes would also be 
granted the certificate of completion. Materials developed in course planning would be retained on the 
campus.  

Workforce Development  

Noncredit workforce development sector encompasses two large options in either general courses created 
to prepare employees or an employer contracting to have training written.  

General Workforce Development 

There are many training needs in the community to help job seekers be better prepared for their next 
employer. This sector will provide training opportunities for job seekers to gain needed skills. Topics in 
this area are broad reaching from a full range of soft skills trainings, PCA, or other topics which do not 
include a requirement for a national credential. One suggestion received was that members of the tribal 
law sector have developed an Advocate training program which provides tribal members to have 
representation in courts. This type of training would explain needed steps and would build up advocacy 
abilities. WETCC CE would be the umbrella in which this type of program could reside. It would be 
noncredit and WETCC would provide a certificate of completion. Materials developed in course planning 
would be retained on the campus. 

Employer Contracted 

Employers contracting WETCC CE to instruct a certain scope of information or training. This would 
allow the employer to have a specific topic or set of information created into training for their employees. 
This may be a creation from an idea of a topic for training or it may mean an adaption of a specific 
training WETCC CE already offers. The other benefit to an employer is this can be taught on their 
worksite or at the campus and to only the people specified by the employer. Materials developed in course 
planning would be retained on the campus. 

Certificate Training 

Certificate training is training which will result in a certificate from a credentialing source. These types of 
credentialing processes are becoming in more of demand to be able to assert than an employee is 
technically ready for workforce. There are a variety of these types of certificate training that could be 
pursued from Certified Childcare Aid, Certified Nursing Assistant, or Trained Medication Aide. There are 
many venues this type of training can pursue. This pathway would be more expensive for the participants 
because of the building in of the certification examinations. The participants would receive both a 
certificate of completion from WETCC and potentially an industry credential from the area of study. 
Materials developed in course planning would be retained on the campus. 

IV. Instructions: Marketing Plan  

 

This section provides details on your industry, the competitive landscape, your target market and how you 
will market your business to those customers.  
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1.   Market research 

The following secondary market research demonstrates a need for a customized education program at 
WETCC.   

From: Inside Higher Ed – Not Just Degrees  
  
The certificate is the odd man out in the debate over college completion. But the rarely discussed and 
little-understood certificate is the fastest-growing form of college credential, and a key component of 
work force development and the “completion agenda.”  
Those were among the findings of a new report, released today by the Georgetown University Center on 
Education and the Workforce, that found that certificates make up 22 percent of all college awards, up 
from 6 percent in 1980.  
Over all, a certificate is the highest form of education held by about 1 in 10 American workers, according 
to the study, which collected and crunched data from several government sources. And certificate holders 
earn 20 percent more than workers who hold only a high school diploma.  
More surprising, however, is the finding that fully one-third of certificate holders also have an associate, 
bachelor’s or graduate degree. Such a large percentage suggests that workers are getting certificates to 
bolster skills or learn new ones in a tight job market. And people are going back to college for certificates 
throughout their careers, with a third of certificates earned by students over the age of 30.  
While certificates are generally a good investment, paying off in the long run for most who earn them, the 
study found that those earnings aren’t evenly distributed. Men get much more value than women do from 
a certificate. And certificate-holders fare better in certain fields, like computing, which men dominate.  
Among male certificate holders, 39 percent make more than the median male worker with an associate 
degree and 24 percent earn more than the median male with a bachelor’s degree. For women, those 
numbers are 34 percent and 23 percent, respectively.  
The good news for women is that certificate holders are more likely to earn a degree. The study calls 
certificates “stepping stones,” finding that 20 percent of certificate holders go on to get two-year degrees 
and an additional 13 percent eventually earn a bachelor’s degree.  
Part of the attraction of certificate programs is that they generally don't take long to complete. However, 
conventional wisdom has often held that short-term programs -- lasting a year or less -- are of limited 
value in the work force. That is not the case, the study found. After removing health care certificates from 
the mix, the “relationship between earnings and program length largely disappears.”  
  
From: 2011 Policy Advisory – All Hands on Deck – MN Workforce Governors Development Council – 
Policy Solutions that work for MN  

Governor’s Workforce Development Council  
Recommendation 2: Setting goals and developing plans for increasing adult credential attainment   
  

  
Minnesota’s workforce development partners should make an explicit commitment to increasing 
credential attainment among working learners.    
Given the enormous challenge of boosting educational attainment among working adults, Minnesota’s 
workforce and education partners — including the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU), 
Adult Basic Education (ABE), the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development 
(DEED), and their local partners — must build a shared vision for increasing skills and credential 
attainment among adults.  
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These partners should set a goal, devise a plan to reach it, and measure progress over time.   This will 
ensure that the relevant systems align their core missions and services with one another toward the outcome 
of increased adult credential attainment, which has a well-documented positive impact for educationally 
underprepared adults.  
Setting measurable goals and developing a plan will not only ensure that MnSCU and its partners make 
broad system changes; it will also incent the replication of strategies like FastTRAC that successfully help 
educationally underprepared adults through to completion.  
 
MnSCU and ABE have already taken steps to support adult learners.   
MnSCU’s strategic plan for 2010-2014 details the system’s commitment to increasing access, opportunity, 
and success among a diverse array of students, including adult learners.  
 
The MINNESOTA’S DEMAND FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION strategic plan also includes 
using data on student outcomes to drive accountability and continuous improvement.   
In 2008, MnSCU created the Board of Trustees Accountability Dashboard to track performance of the 
system and its 32 colleges and universities.  The dashboard, which is available online, incorporates ten 
indicators including student persistence and completion, employment outcomes for graduates, and tuition 
costs.  For the past six years, MnSCU has also engaged in an Access, Opportunity and Success initiative, 
which has supported the development of local programs that recruit and retain underrepresented 
students.  More recently, MnSCU was awarded a grant by the Lumina Foundation to create a program to 
increase re-enrollment, degree progress and degree completion among adult students who previously 
enrolled in MnSCU institutions but did not earn a degree.  Lastly, MnSCU’s policy on credit for prior 
learning provides an avenue for working learners to earn college credit for past work and non-credit 
learning experiences.  
 
The ABE system has formally expanded its core mission to include transition to postsecondary goals for 
adult learners. In addition, the system has established a multi-year transition to postsecondary priority 
which includes a re-direction of existing resources to focus on transition strategies, including 
Minnesota FastTRAC.   
 
Taken together, these initiatives provide a strong foundation on which MnSCU and its partners can build 
further efforts to help adult learners achieve postsecondary credentials. 

  
Minnesota’s workforce and education partners must build a shared vision for increasing skills and 

postsecondary credential attainment among adults.  
 

Other states can provide useful best practices for MnSCU and its partners.  
A number of states have started to measure working learner progress and outcomes, set goals, and develop 
ways to link institutional behavior to those goals.  In particular, momentum points and performance funding 
merit additional consideration in Minnesota. 
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU), in partnership with the Department of Employment 
and Economic Development (DEED) and Minnesota’s Adult Basic Education (ABE) system, should set a 
broad strategic goal for increasing the number of low-skill adults that earn credentials leading to high-
demand occupations that provide family-sustaining wages, and should develop a plan to reach that 
goal.  The plan should be submitted to those committees in the Minnesota Legislature that 
oversee MnSCU and its partners. The plan should address how MnSCU set its goal and how the plan will 
be implemented to meet that goal.  Further, the Legislature should require that MnSCU and its partners 
report on their progress toward the goal on a yearly basis.  
Measuring Outcomes.  A handful of states have started to measure student progress through momentum 

points — milestones that are significant to student success because they build momentum toward 
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completion of a degree.29  Through its Complete to Compete initiative, the National Governors 
Association has defined a set of metrics that it believes all states should measure and report 
publicly.30  This includes outcome measures (such as degrees and certificates awarded and graduation 
rates) and progress measures (such as success beyond remedial education, and success in credit 
accumulation).  The development of momentum points should depend on the nature of the institution 
and the students it serves.  For instance, the, the FastTRAC team has identified a set of leading 
indicators of success for low-skill adults.   
Importantly, these metrics measure not only how many students make it to degree or certificate 
completion, but also how students advance on their journey to that point.  This helps higher 
education systems understand where students are getting stuck and develop strategies for relieving 
those barriers.  Moreover, putting weight on progress ensures that colleges focus not only on those 
students who are most likely to graduate, but also those students who may need more support along 
the way.    
Funding Outcomes. While student outcomes are the most important thing that colleges produce, most 
states base their funding of public higher education on enrollments.  This can create little incentive for 
these systems to ensure that students earn credentials.  Around the country, however, states are 
reconsidering these policies to better  
incentivize positive student outcomes and increase educational efficiency.    
At least ten states have reconfigured higher education spending so that a relatively small portion of 
funding (often close to five percent) is apportioned based on key performance outcomes like degree 
completion.31  Notably, Washington state has linked performance funding and momentum points, 
creating a performance funding system that accounts for both student outcomes and progress.    
Washington’s system, part of its Student Achievement Initiative, has been designed so colleges compete 
with their own performance over time, and it ensures that year-to-year funding is stable.32  The results 
are encouraging: from the 2006-2007 baseline to 2008-2009, the average number of momentum points 
per student increased by 12 percent.33  

  
US Census Bureau Data as of July 1, 2016  
  
Mahnomen County  
  

•   42.2% of the population is between the ages of 18-65  
•   61.9% in civilian labor force of all individuals aged 18-65  
•   Per Capita income $19,743.00  
•   21.5% living in poverty  
•   10.3% hold a bachelor’s degrees among people aged 25 or older  
•   10.6% hold an associate’s degree among people aged 25 or older  
•   Average minutes of travel time to work is 20.7  

  
Based on this census data there is clearly a need for training for employed, underemployed, or 
unemployed individuals in Mahnomen County.  
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2.   Key competitors  

Since Customized Education and Workforce Development are becoming quite popular, there are 
other schools in our region doing these types of programs. Here are two of those such programs.  

MState has Workforce Development Solutions.  

Workforce Development Solutions supports business and industry growth in west 
central Minnesota and eastern North Dakota. For more than 20 years we have worked 
with companies to help them expand and become more efficient and to assist in 
developing a skilled workforce. We do this by providing high-quality training with 
well-educated instructors. 

WDS serves more than 6,700 students and professionals annually, providing over 
90,000 hours of training and working with over 500 companies in Minnesota and North 
Dakota. 

https://www.minnesota.edu/wds/  

Northland has a Center for Outreach and Innovation. It appears that it is active but the most 
recent stats on the types of services and who they serve was from 2009.  

Northland Community & Technical College offers employee training in a broad range of 
areas designed to meet common business and organizational challenges. For some 
employer needs, a standard training package works best; however, we specialize in 
customizing or creating new training tailored to an employer's workforce, timeline, 
industry, or business plan. Training is delivered at your site, on campus, or online. 

The customized training and continuing education division of Northland stands ready to 
serve the educational and professional growth needs of organizations and individuals.  

https://www.northlandcollege.edu/coi/about/  

The programs put on by MState are being run out our community on occasion. Maadaadizi 
Workforce Center utilizes their trainings at times. However, they have expressed a preference to 
work with WETCC if similar trainings become available. There is potential for growing 
collaborative grants to meet the training needs and be able to provide funding for participants.  
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3.   Positioning/Niche 

Though there are other schools pursuing the type of Customized Education this proposal is 
asserting, the desire of the community representatives met with is to have local training from 
WETCC CE.  

4.   Marketing 

WETCC CE will use the WETCC Marketing department to build a marketing plan. The general 
marketing about what WETCC CE is will be important initially then it will transition to the 
specific programming of the training units. In all trainings except the Employer Contracts, there 
will be marketing flyers created. These will go down the established process which all marketing 
materials for WETCC currently engage.  
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5.   Location or proposed location 

The location of the materials for the WETCC CE Program will be on the WETCC campus. 
However, the trainings can happen wherever they are needed. The facility can be utilized and 
coordinated through the facility use process in place. At times it may be more beneficial for the 
trainers or trainees to receive the instruction off site. Each unit will identify where the training 
takes place for records of the WETCC CE.   

 

6.   Personnel 

The instructors will be hired on expertise or credentials per the unit taught. If for a CEU, the 
credentials will likely be one of the critical elements. However, for trainings like softskills, 
industry expert community members can instruct. This provides more flexibility than the credit 
based instruction on the campus and would allow for WETCC to employ a wider variety of 
instructors. WETCC CE will hire for the positions as needed. The cost of instruction will be built 
into the equation for how many training units need to be sold in order to remain budget neutral or 
better. As the needs of the community change or are exposed, the personnel and training topics 
will also shift to meet those needs. 

A WETCC CE Program Advisory will be created to provide additional information regarding 
industry and community needs and networking for instructors. Already the Workforce Center, 
Mahnomen Health Care, and others have expressed interest in this type of partnership. These 
meetings will be needed to process information and assure success. This type of program needs 
to be adaptable and agile to meet the needs when they are exposed. There will need to be a 
Policy, Procedure, and Reporting process completed after approval 

VII. Financial Plan 

WETCC CE isn’t looking for an overall investment at this time. At this time, the proposal is to 
pursue the ability to start the program at a budget neutral stance. If within the training and fees 
structure WETCC CE can run budget neutral, the decisions about the type of trainings and sales 
of such can be done without additional proposal.  

Additionally with Bureau of Indian Education, WETCC CE will be able to submit any of these 
noncredit instruction as a type of education they consider “CEUS” (this is somewhat of a 
different definition than we have in this proposal as it is a broader scope of what can be counted). 
WETCC CE can submit up to 10% of the BIE award for these CEUS using the Indian Student 
Count. This revenue can be put both back into this program and in the general fund as revenue. 


